Cladribine tablets are a cost-effective strategy in high-disease activity relapsing multiple sclerosis patients in Iran
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Abstract
Background: Cladribine tablets are the foremost oral immune-reconstitution therapy for high disease activity relapsing multiple sclerosis (HDA-RMS). We aimed to assess the cost-effectiveness of cladribine tablets compared to natalizumab in patients with HDA-RMS in Iran.

Methods: A 5-year cohort-based Markov model was developed with 11 expanded disability status score (EDSS) health states, including patients with HDA-RMS as on and off-treatment. All costs were identified from the literature and expert opinion and were measured in Iranian Rial rates, changed to the 2020 USD rate and were discounted by 7.2%. Quality adjusted life years (QALY), discounted by 3.5%, and life years gained (LYG) were adopted to measure efficacy. The final results were presented as incremental cost-effectiveness ratio that was compared to a national willingness to pay (WTP) threshold of 1 to 3 gross domestic product (GDP) per capita. Deterministic and probabilistic sensitivity analyses (D/PSA) were employed to evaluate uncertainty.

Results: Cladribine tablets dominated natalizumab and yielded 6,607 USD cost-saving and 0.003 additional QALYs per patient. LYG was comparable. The main cost component was drug acquisition cost in both arms. DSA indicated the sensitivity of the results to the cost discount rates and also the patients’ body weight; while they were less sensitive to the main clinical variables. PSA indicated that cladribine tablets were cost-effective in Iran, with a probability of 57.5% and 58.6% at lower and higher limits of threshold, respectively.

How to cite this article: Ayati N, Fleifel L, Sharifi S, Sahraian MA, Nikfar S. Cladribine tablets are a cost-effective strategy in high-disease activity relapsing multiple sclerosis patients in Iran. Curr J Neurol 2021; 20(3): 146-53.
Conclusion: Cladribine tablets yielded higher QALYs and lower costs compared to natalizumab, in patients with HDA-RMS in Iran.

Introduction

Multiple sclerosis (MS) is considered as a chronic autoimmune disorder, which is known by progressive neurodegeneration. The prevalence of MS is rising worldwide, along with the Middle East and North Africa (MENA) region. As socioeconomic factors play a considerable role in the epidemiology of MS, a higher prevalence can be seen in developing low- and middle-income countries. In Iran, the prevalence of MS was estimated to be 29.3 per 100000. MS is categorized into four clinical phenotypes: relapsing-remitting MS (RRMS), progressive-relapsing MS (PRMS), primary-progressive MS (PPMS), and secondary-progressive MS (SPMS). RRMS, the main subgroup, with 85% of the cases, is characterized by deterioration of neurological symptoms, for 45 to 90 days, and then reduction of symptoms. The relapsing MS (RMS) type with a minimum of one relapse in the former year and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) results showing disease activity, albeit on disease modifying therapy (DMT), and also the RMS type with two or more relapses in the former year, on DMT or not, are known as high disease activity RMS (HDA-RMS). HDA-RMS accounts for about 8.5% of patients with RRMS. As both health and economic burdens increase with disability and the number of relapses, these burdens are substantial in patients with HDA-RMS.

In the last decade, novel DMTs have been introduced to the evolving field of MS therapeutics. In 2019, the Middle East and North Africa Committee for Treatment and Research in Multiple Sclerosis (MENACTRIMS) suggested fingolimod, natalizumab, siponimod, ocrelizumab or cladribine for patients with HDA-RMS, after relative risk stratification. At the time of this study, only the first two were available in Iran.

Cladribine tablets were approved by the Iran Food and Drug Administration (IFDA) and the European Medicines Agency (EMA) for relapsing forms of MS. Cladribine has been evaluated in two phase-III randomized clinical trials, CLARITY and CLARITY Extension; and indicated reduction in the 3- and 6-month confirmed disability progression (3M-CDP and 6M-CDP) and annualized relapse rate (ARR) and were characterized with an increase in the share of patients with relapse-free RMS, particularly in the HDA-RMS subgroup, compared to the placebo.

The high cost of MS treatment, considered as the main component of cost in MS management, makes it vital to acknowledge the most cost-effective pharmaceutical strategy. Although the economic evaluation of cladribine tablets was assessed in few settings including England and the Netherlands, no study has been conducted in Iran or any of the developing Middle-Eastern countries. The objective of the present study was to analyse the cost-utility of cladribine tablets in patients with HDA-RMS, when compared to natalizumab, from the societal perspective in the Iranian setting. The results will hopefully support policymakers and healthcare providers in evidence-based decision-making regarding the essential list inclusion, adoption and compensation of cladribine tablets in Iran.

Materials and Methods

Overview and model structure: A cohort-based multi-state Markov model of 1000 patients with HDA-RMS was developed using Microsoft Excel® 2008. A 5-year cost-utility analysis (CUA) was conducted to compare cladribine tablets and natalizumab in Iran. Quality adjusted life years (QALY), discounted by 3.5% and life years gained (LYG) were used to assess the treatment’s efficacy. Costs were captured locally and discounted by 7.2%. The final result indicator was the incremental cost effectiveness ratio (ICER, cost of intervention-cost of comparator)/(QALY of intervention-QALY of comparator). In addition, we calculated the incremental net health benefit as (ΔQALY-Δcost)/threshold for the cost-effectiveness of the intervention. On the basis of the World Health Organization (WHO) recommendations on thresholds for developing countries and Iran’s regulations, one to three gross domestic product (GDP) per capita (2,709-8,127 USD) was considered as the willingness to pay (WTP) threshold for one QALY.

Due to the MS progressive disabling natural history, the “expanded disability status scale (EDSS) rating score”, which uses an ordinal rating system from 0 for death to 10 for normal health, was adopted for state modelling. The patients with RMS were on-treatment or off-treatment EDSS states and could stay on the same state, progress, regress, or die (absorbing state). Drug therapy continued until reaching EDSS < 7, treatment withdrawal, occurrence of adverse drug events, or lack of adequate response. Following treatment discontinuation, the patients remained on the best supportive care. Figure 1 illustrates the Markov model.
The patients could have experienced relapses in any cycle, grounded on data from the UK multiple technology appraisal assessment group and the Patzold et al. study.23,24 Grounded on the pooled analysis of relapses in Teriflunomide Multiple Sclerosis Oral (TEMSO) and Teriflunomide Oral in People with Relapsing Multiple Sclerosis (TOWER) studies, 34% of relapses required hospitalization.25 Mean duration for hospitalized and non-hospitalized relapses were assumed 34.41 and 38.64 days, respectively.

**Demographic inputs:** Starting age (37 years), annual relapse amount (2.02), and baseline EDSS distribution data were extracted from the CLARITY trial.13 However, female to male ratio (2.88) and the average weight of the patients with MS (69.7 kg) were gathered from local studies.26,27

**Clinical inputs:** The efficacy and safety of the cladribine tablets were evaluated in CLARITY and CLARITY-Extension trials.13,14 Natalizumab was assessed in the "Natalizumab Safety and Efficacy in Relapsing–Remitting Multiple Sclerosis" (AFFIRM) study, a phase III placebo-controlled trial in patients with RRMS.28 Due to a lack of head-to-head trials between cladribine and natalizumab in patients with HDA-RMS, we adopted the network meta-analysis (NMA) by Siddiqui et al.30 and meta-regression by Berardi et al.29 for indirect treatment comparisons. In both studies, cladribine tablets were compared to alternative comparators (natalizumab, ocrelizumab, fingolimod, and alemtuzumab) in patients with active RMS. The results of the study by Siddiqui et al. indicated similar ARR.30 Due to a lack of subgroup specified data, comparison of 6M-CDP was assessed in the meta-regression analysis, which indicated an overlap in the hazard ratio (HR) confidence intervals of all comparators in 6M-CDP criteria, indicating that no DMT was superior to another. In the HDA-RMS subgroup, a non-significant difference was identified between cladribine tablets and natalizumab [HR = 1.08, 95% confidence interval (CI) (0.53-2.21)].29

**Health states utilities:** Health state utilities (HSUs) were captured through the results of the study by Hawton and Green.31 This selection was due to the large number of patients who completed the EuroQol-5D (EQ-5D) questionnaire (7472 participants), and also due to the high recruitment and response rates (75% and 90%, respectively) of participants.31 A disutility of -0.071 was used for patients experiencing relapse events.32 The EDSS-based disutility of caregivers was captured from the study by Acaster et al.33 For disutility following the occurrence of treatment-related adverse events (TRAEs), relevant studies were identified, which are shown in table 1.

**Table 1. Duration and disutility of treatment-related adverse events (TRAEs)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TRAE</th>
<th>Period (days)</th>
<th>Disutility</th>
<th>QALY impact</th>
<th>Reference for duration</th>
<th>Reference for disutility</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Infusion-related reaction</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>-0.011</td>
<td>-0.0002</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PML</td>
<td>93.1</td>
<td>-0.200</td>
<td>-0.0510</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Infection (severe events)</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>-0.190</td>
<td>-0.0073</td>
<td>**</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Autoimmune thyroid-related event</td>
<td>365.25</td>
<td>-0.110</td>
<td>-0.1160</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Influenza-like symptoms</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>-0.210</td>
<td>-0.0040</td>
<td>***</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malignancy</td>
<td>365.25</td>
<td>-0.116</td>
<td>-0.1160</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Immune thrombocytopenic purpura</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>-0.090</td>
<td>-0.0069</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

QALY: Quality adjusted life year; TRAE: Treatment-related adverse events; PML: Progressive multifocal leukoencephalopathy
*Based on steroid therapy duration for PML-related immune reconstitution syndrome; **Based on the assumption that most therapies for severe infections are taken for about two weeks; ***Based on the assumption that influenza symptoms persist for about seven days.
Costs: Due to the societal perspective, direct (medical and non-medical) and indirect costs were accounted. Drug acquisition (DAQ) costs were obtained from the IFDA official website.\textsuperscript{39} Iran’s official list of tariffs and national tariffs’ book were used to capture administration and monitoring (lab tests and physician visits) costs,\textsuperscript{40} with a ratio of 20-80\% for public and private sectors. All costs were captured in Iranian Rial (IRR) rates and converted to USD, with the 2020 governmental conversion rate of 42,000 IRR/USD.

Natalizumab-related costs: The cost of treatment with natalizumab [a monoclonal antibody (mAb) infusion of 300 mg/15ml administered every 28 days] included DAQ, administration, hospitalization during administration, and monitoring costs (MRI, laboratory tests, and neurologist visit) based on the FDA label. For this arm, John Cunningham (JC) virus test costs were included in the model.

Cladribine tablets-related costs: Cladribine tablets (10 mg) are used based on a collective dose of 3.5 mg/kg over two years.\textsuperscript{41} Based on the mean weight of the Iranian patients with MS, an average of 5.38 tablets was assumed to be administered daily in the first week of the first month (0.875 mg/kg) and 5.38 tablets in the first week of the second month of therapy, in both years of the treatment period. Total costs included both DAQ and monitoring costs, based on the FDA label.

Relapse-related costs: These were based on the relapse-related costs in Iranian patients with RMS as reported in the study by Taheri et al.\textsuperscript{5}

Adverse events: The management components of the aforementioned TRAEs in Iran and their costs were calculated based on experts’ opinion and the national book of tariffs.\textsuperscript{40}

Direct non-medical costs: EDSS-based costs, including nursing, were calculated and inserted in the model calculations.

Indirect costs: The human capital method was used to calculate indirect costs in terms of productivity and wage loss based on work absence frequency and lowest government wage of a government worker per day (8.819 USD).\textsuperscript{36} It was assumed that a working patient (below 65 years old and with EDSS ≤ 6) will be on work leave for 1.9 and 14.4 days in EDSS < 3 and 3 ≤ EDSS < 5, respectively.\textsuperscript{42} To avoid double-counting, daily absence due to drug administration was not considered for natalizumab arm. A summary of cost components is presented in supplementary table 1.

Discontinuation and/or Treatment withdrawal: Patients were assumed to discontinue their treatment due to progression to EDSS > 7 and/or evidence of SPMS. Treatment withdrawal occurred with the lack of response or non-tolerability to treatment. All-cause discontinuation probabilities were derived from the CLARITY trial (4.85\%) and AFFAIR trial (6.4\%) for cladribine tablets and natalizumab, respectively.\textsuperscript{13,28}

Mortality: Mortality was calculated using fixed standardized mortality ratios for patients with MS (1.680 versus general population)\textsuperscript{43} combined with Iran life-table statistics for the probability of death in the general population presented by age and gender.\textsuperscript{44}

In order to assess the impact of individual and joint variable uncertainty on the results, deterministic and probabilistic sensitivity analysis (D/PSA) were conducted. DSA was conducted on the parameters by 95\% confidence interval (CI) or 20\%, if statistical measures of variance were not available. The variables included in DSA were: the DMT effect on 6M-CDP and ARR, discontinuation rates of costs and QALYs, patients’ baseline characteristics, mortality multiplier, and discontinuation rates. As a result of the DSA, a tornado diagram (figure 2) was developed to show the effects of variables on the net health benefit at the current threshold.
To assess combined variable uncertainties, PSA was conducted. This was repeated for one thousand iterations based on tornado diagram Monte-Carlo simulation. As a result, a cost-effectiveness scatter plot (figure 2) was developed to identify the probability of cost-effectiveness at Iran’s WTP threshold.

**Results**

**Base-case analysis:** The cladribine tablets dominated natalizumab in patients with HDA-RMS in a 5-year time-horizon from the societal perspective in Iran. The total discounted cost per patient was 69,842 and 76449 USD for cladribine tablets and natalizumab, respectively. The DAQ costs were the main component of the total costs, accounting for 92.3 and 91.7% of the costs in the cladribine and natalizumab arms, respectively. Indirect costs were 2.43% and 2.25% of the total costs in the cladribine and natalizumab arms, respectively. The incremental discounted QALY was 0.003 per patient, favoring cladribine tablets (2.720 in cladribine arm versus 2.716 in natalizumab arm). In addition, the incremental net health benefit at the lower limit of threshold was 2.441. The results are shown in table 2.

**DSA:** Based on the current threshold, the net health benefit was mostly sensitive to the higher intervals of costs’ discount rate and patients’ baseline weight, both high and low intervals of the cladribine tablet effect on CDP and discontinuation rate of both arms. As shown in figure 3, all values were positive and in favor of cladribine.

**PSA:** PSA showed a mean discounted QALY of 2.71 [2.35-3.01] and 2.71 [2.40-2.99], for cladribine tablets and natalizumab, respectively. The analysis indicated that in a cost-effectiveness WTP threshold of one and three GDP per capita (2,709-8,127 USD), which are the lower and higher limits in Iran, cladribine tablets are cost-effective in 57.5% and 58.6% of iterations, respectively. The cost effectiveness scatter plot in the lower limit of threshold is shown in figure 2.

**Discussion**

We found that cladribine tablets dominated natalizumab, when used in patients with HDA-RMS. Cladribine yielded additional QALYs and was associated with cost savings as compared to natalizumab. The cost saved by cladribine tablets (6606 USD per patient per year) was mainly attributed to the exceptional posology of the cladribine tablets, with an extended duration of efficacy over 4 years for a two-year oral treatment and a low monitoring burden compared to natalizumab.

Our findings were in line with previously published economic analyses of cladribine tablets compared to natalizumab in HDA-RMS. Cladribine dominated natalizumab in HDA-RMS with a 93% cost-effectiveness probability from the national health system perspective in England.

**Table 2.** Summary of base case analysis results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Cladribine tablets</th>
<th>Natalizumab</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total Discounted Cost (USD)</td>
<td>69,842</td>
<td>76,449</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LYG</td>
<td>4,655</td>
<td>4,655</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QALY</td>
<td>2.720</td>
<td>2.716</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inc. (Cladribine Tablets vs. Natalizumab)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-7.606</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inc. Cost (USD)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-6,606</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inc. LYG</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inc. QALY</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICER vs Cladribine (QALY)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Cladribine tablets are dominant</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ICER: Incremental cost effectiveness ratio; Inc.: Incremental; LYG: Life years gained; QALY: Quality adjusted life years; USD: United States Dollar
The main cost components affecting the results in the latter study were similar to the current findings and were shown to be the DAQ and administration costs. However, in contrast to the present study, the final results were significantly influenced by indirect treatment comparison results on disability progression which was reported as a study limitation. In the study by Hettle et al.,17 a life-time horizon was considered, whereas in the current study a time horizon of 5 years was selected. This selection was due to the short-term efficacy assessment of cladribine tablets in the CLARITY and CLARITY-Extension studies and also economic uncertainties associated with costs and WTP threshold in Iran. In longer time horizons, however, cladribine tablets yield higher cost savings and QALYs compared to natalizumab; because of the extended efficacy of the intervention. When a 10-year time horizon was considered, the incremental costs and QALYs were 36,561 USD and 0.006, respectively.

The Markov model structure used in this study was similar to that employed by Hettle et al.17 and different from many MS pharmacoeconomics studies which use a 21-health state model. In this study, a simplified 11-health state model structure was used including 10 EDSS-based states for RMS (both RRMS and SPMS) and an absorbing state of death. This pooling approach was consistent with the study by Palace et al., which assumed SPMS as a later state of RRMS.46

Our study focused on the population of patients with HDA-RMS; although, other populations such as rapidly evolving severe (RES) MS and active RRMS can be assessed. Michels et al. found that cladribine tablets dominated natalizumab in RES-MS in the Netherlands with a cost-effectiveness probability of 94.1% in a lifetime horizon.18 Djambazov et al. identified cladribine tablets as the most cost-effective option compared to fingolimod, alemtuzumab, and natalizumab; and dominant as compared to natalizumab and fingolimod in patients with active RRMS in Bulgaria.45

The key limitation of this analysis was the reliance on an NMA of clinical data in the absence of head-to-head clinical trials comparing the intervention and the comparator in HAD-RMS. This meta-analysis included studies that are different in design, time frame, and population characteristics. However, the sensitivity analysis results of this study and further comprehensive studies29 alleviated the limitation with their consistent results, which were aligned with the methodology used in the NICE pharmacoeconomics study.47

The second limitation was the time-horizon of 5 years for this chronic disorder; whereas a longer horizon is usually advised by the pharmacoeconomics’ guidelines,48,49 but it should be noted that the longer time horizons would have yielded more QALYs and less costs due to the unique approach with a short-course treatment of oral cladribine tablets. The third limitation was the assumption that no further DMT treatment was required after cessation of therapy with cladribine tablets and natalizumab.

Conclusion

Based on literature-reported efficacy data and local costs and tariffs, cladribine tablets were dominant versus natalizumab in patients with HDA-RMS in Iran, with lower costs and higher QALYs gained. This study filled the gap of the unavailability of any study assessing the pharmacoeconomics of cladribine tablets in Iran or other developing Middle-Eastern countries. Our results may help policy makers and healthcare providers for efficient allocations of scarce resources and more informed decision-making processes.
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